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Abstract
We prove here the following result. Let X be an a,ne curve and G=H an a,ne algebraic homogeneous
space over C. Assume that either X is a,ne or that G and H are semisimple modulo their unipotent
radicals. Let C(X; G=H) denote the space of continuous maps of X in G=H (both spaces given their
natural Hausdor/ topologies) with the compact open topology. Let M(X; G=H) be the C points of the
ind-variety of morphisms of X in G=H with the inductive limit Hausdor/ topology. Then the inclusion
M(X; G=H)→ C(X; G=H) is a homotopy equivalence. ? 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Let V and W be rational schemes of 8nite type over C. Let M(V;W ) denote the set of
all morphisms of V in W . We topologise M(V;W ) as follows. We 8x realisations of V and W
as closed subschemes of a,ne spaces Cm and Cn, respectively. Let C[V ] denote the coordinate
ring of V and for an integer r let C[V ]r denote the subset of those elements of C[V ] which
are restrictions of polynomials of degree r on Cm(C[V ]r is a 8nite dimensional vector space
over C). Each morphism f of V in W may be regarded as a morphism of V in Cn and hence
an n-tuple f1; : : : ; fn in (C[V ])n. Let
M(V;W )r = {f = (f1; : : : ; fn) ∈M(V;W ) |fi ∈ C[V ]r for all i}:
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One sees immediately that we have for r6 s an inclusion ir; s :M(V;W )r ,→M(V;W )s. More-
over, each of the M(V;W )r can be identi8ed with the set of C-points of a reduced 8nite
dimensional scheme over C denoted also M(V;W )r in the sequel such that ir; s is a mor-
phism for all r; s with r6 s. We equip M(V;W )r with its natural Hausdor/ topology and give
M(V;W ) the inductive limit topology: note that the set M(V;W ) is the inductive limit of the
M(V;W )r ; 0 6 r¡∞. We see in fact that M(V;W ) is an “ind-variety” and the ind-variety
structure is independent of the choice of the realisations of V and W as closed subschemes of
a,ne space of V (C) and W (C). We denote by C(V;W ) the space of all continuous maps (for
the Hausdor/ topologies on V (C) and W (C)) equipped with the compact open topology. Evi-
dently, we have an inclusion M(V;W ) ,→C(V;W ) which is continuous for the topologies on the
two spaces we have introduced above. With this notation we now state the central topological
result of this paper.
1.2 Theorem. Let X be a smooth a1ne curve over C: G a connected linear algebraic group
over C and H ⊂ G a connected algebraic subgroup of G such that G=H is a1ne. Then the
inclusion M(X;G=H) → C(X;G=H) is a homotopy equivalence if one of the following two
conditions hold:
(i) G=RuG and H=RuH are semisimple (here for a linear algebraic group B; RuB denotes its
unipotent radical).
(ii) X is a rational curve.
1.3. In the very special case X = SpecC[T; T−1]; G is semisimple and H is trivial, this is an
old result due to Quillen and independently to Garland and Raghunathan [5]. In [5] a stronger
approximation result was announced and we take this opportunity to present the (long over due)
details in Section 3 of this paper. Teleman [13] gives a quick proof (using the theory of stacks)
of the theorem for the special case when G is semisimple and H is trivial for an arbitrary
smooth a,ne curve; and we make use of Teleman’s result in our proof of the above theorem.
It will be of some interest to investigate if the approximation theorem proved in Section 4 has
a suitable generalisation (yielding something stronger than the homotopy equivalence asserted
by Theorem 1).
The proof of the theorem is achieved by showing that the natural mapM(X;G)→M(X;G=H)
is a Serre 8bration with M(X;H) as 8bre. That C(X;G) → C(X;G=H) is a Serre 8bra-
tion with C(X;H) as 8bre is well known (and easy to prove). One has then a commutative
diagram
The two 8rst vertical arrows are homotopy equivalences (this is immediate essentially from
Teleman’s theorem) and hence induce isomorphisms to all the homotopy groups. Since both
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the horizontal rows are Serre 8brations one has their long exact sequences of homotopy groups
([11, Ch. 7]) imbedded in a commutative diagram
The 8ve lemma now shows that the inclusionM(X;G=H)→ C(X;G=H) induces isomorphisms of
all the homotopy groups and (as these spaces are dominated by CW complexes) is a homotopy
equivalence.
That M(X;G)→M(X;G=H) is a Serre 8bration is proved in Section 3. Its proof involves a
number of purely algebraic geometric results some of which are of independent interest. These
are established in Section 2.
I would like to thank the referee for many useful comments and suggestions which have
helped improve the exposition. He suggests that the restriction that G=H be a,ne in this paper
is superJuous and outlined a possible way of handling the more general situation and he drew
my attention to the (unpublished) thesis of Hammack [6], where the special case when X is
the complement of a single point in a complete curve and H is the Borel subgroup—so that
G=H is not a,ne—is handled. We have however not attempted to carry out the suggestion
here.
2. Formal families of bundles on a curve
2.1. Notation. Throughout this chapter k will denote an algebraically closed 8eld of charac-
teristic zero. We denote by Rd (resp: Rˆd) the polynomial ring k[T] = k[T1; : : : ; Td] (resp. the
formal power-series ring k[[T ]] = k[[T1; : : : ; Td]] in d variables T1; : : : ; Td (abbreviated to T).
When k =C, the 8eld of complex numbers, Aˆd will denote the ring C{{T}}=C{{T1; : : : ; Td}}
of convergent power series in d variables over C. The quotient 8eld of Rd (resp. Rˆd) is de-
noted by Kd (resp: Kˆd). We denote by M (resp. Mˆ ; Mˆ a) the unique proper maximal ideal in
Rd (resp: Rˆd; Aˆd) generated by (T1; : : : ; Td). Treated as a closed point of SpecRd (resp:
Spec Rˆd;Spec Aˆd), the maximal ideal M (resp: Mˆ ; Mˆ a) is denoted by 0. We will also denote
by 0 the closed point corresponding to the maximal ideal generated by M (resp: Mˆ ; Mˆd) of the
Spec of any localisation of Rd (resp: Rˆd; Aˆd). We 8x a connected smooth curve X over k. k(X )
will denote the rational function 8eld of X . If X is a,ne we denote by k[X ] the coordinate
ring of X (when X is a,ne k(X ) is the quotient 8eld of k[X ]). For any point x ∈ X; Ox will
be the local ring at x. Finally, G will denote a connected linear algebraic group over k with
coordinate ring k[G]. We recall that G is a rational variety over k (we have assumed that k is
algebraically closed): this means that there is an element f ∈ k[G]; f = 0 and g ∈ Rd; g = 0
such that k[G][1=f] is isomorphic to Rd[1=g] as a k-algebra. With this notation, the main result
of this section is the following.
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2.2 Theorem. Let P be a G-bundle on Spec Rˆd ×Spec k SpecX . Then for each x ∈ X; there is
an a1ne Zariski neighbourhood U of x in X such that P is trivial over Spec Rˆd ×Spec k U .
Moreover; P is trivial over SpecRd ×Spec k  for any a1ne open set  ⊂ X if one of the
following two conditions is satis6ed: (i) G=RuG; where RuG is the unipotent radical of G; is
semisimple; (ii) X is a rational curve (i.e. a Zariski open set in the projective line).
2.3 Remark. When G is semisimple the statement above would be a very special case of a
theorem of Drinfeld and Simpson [3] if X is complete. When G is not semisimple and X is
complete, the result follows from the semisimple case because of the following considerations.
Let M =G=RuG and P′ the M -bundle obtained from P by extension of structure group from G
to M . Suppose the assertion is proved for reductive G; then one obtains a reduction of structure
group to RuG (over SpecRd ×Spec k U ) and since bundles with unipotent structure groups are
trivial, our contention would be proved. For reductive G one reduces the problem to the case
of a torus by extending the structure group to G=(Central torus in G) and appealing to Drinfeld
and Simpson [3]. When G is a torus, we are considering only rational X , i.e. X 
 P1 and the
result is immediate from the fact that line bundles on P1 are rigid [8]. So the main point of the
theorem is that the completeness of X is not necessary to draw the conclusion. Our strategy in
fact is to reduce the problem to the case of complete X and appeal to the Drinfeld–Simpson
theorem. We will in fact establish the following.
2.4 Theorem. Let X be any smooth curve over k and Xˆ a smooth curve over k such that X
is isomorphic to Xˆ \S with S a 6nite subset of Xˆ (k). Then for any connected linear algebraic
group and a G-bundle P on Spec Rˆd×Spec k X; there is a G-bundle Pˆ on Spec Rˆd×Spec k Xˆ such
that the restriction of Pˆ to X is isomorphic to Spec Rˆd ×Spec k P.
Theorem 2.2 is immediate from Theorem 2.4 as we may take Xˆ in Theorem 2.4 to be the
unique smooth complete curve containing X and then appeal to Drinfeld and Simpson [3].
2.5. We will now describe a construction of which we will make repeated use in the sequel.
Toward this end we 8rst set up some notation. If R; S are commutative k-algebras and u : R→ S
is a k-algebra morphism, u will denote the induced morphism Spec S → SpecR of k-schemes.
Suppose V;W are schemes over k and ’ : V → W is a morphism (over k). Suppose that G is
a linear algebraic group over k and E is a G-bundle on W . Then ’∗(E) will denote the pull
back of E under ’. Consider now the following situation. Let A; B be commutative noetherian
k-algebras and $ : A→ B an injective k-algebra morphism. Let f ∈ A be such that $(f) = g is
not a zero-divisor in B and the morphism P$ (induced by $) : A=Af → B=Bg is an isomorphism.
Let G be a linear algebraic group and suppose that we are given G-bundles P;Q on SpecA[1=f]
and SpecB, respectively and an isomorphism
& : $∗(P)→˜j∗(Q);
where i (resp. j) is the inclusion A → A[1=f] (resp: B → B[1=g]) and $ denotes also the
map A[1=f] → B[1=g] (induced by $ : A → B). Then there is G-bundle P(&) on SpecA and
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isomorphisms ( : i∗(P(&))→˜P and ) : $∗(P(&)) 
 Q such that the diagram
where (′ (resp. )′) is the isomorphism induced by ( (resp. )) on the pull backs. Note that
i ·$=$ ·j and hence the equality in the lower horizontal part of the diagram. The bundle P(&) is
obtained as follows. We 8rst note that in the case G=GL(n), the data given and the conclusion
translates into the language of projective modules as follows: Let P (resp. Q) be a projective
module over A[1=f] (resp. B ) and & : P ⊗A[1=f] B[1=g] 
 Q ⊗B B[1=g] be an isomorphism.
Then there is a projective module P(&) over A and isomorphisms ( : P(&)⊗A A[1=f] 
 P and
) : P(&)⊗A B 
 Q such that the diagram
is commutative. In fact P(&) can be described as follows:
P(&) = {(+; ,) ∈ P ⊕Q |&(+⊗ 1) = ,⊗ 1}:
This result on projective modules is due to Bhatwadekar [2] and we refer to that work for
details. To construct P(&) for the case of general G, we make the following observation:
the category of principal G-bundles on a scheme X is the same as the category of functors
from the category of (8nite dimensional) representations of G (morphisms are G-module maps)
into the category of vector bundles which preserves direct sums, duals and tensor products. The
above construction of the projective module (i.e. vector bundle) is evidently functorial in nature
and this enables one to construct the P(&) in the general case. The construction described above
combined with the following result (Proposition 2.6) will yield a proof of Theorem 2.4 as will
be seen below (in the special case G=GL(n), Proposition 2.6 is due to Mohan Kumar [7] and
we will in fact make use of this known special case).
2.6 Proposition. Let G be a connected linear algebraic group. Then any principal G-bundle
on Spec Rˆd+1[T−1d+1] is trivial.
2.7. Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let X and Xˆ be as in the statement of the theorem. Suppose that
p ∈ X (k) is any point and P′ is the restriction to Spec Rˆd×Spec k to X ′ = X \{p} of P. Assume
that there is a G-bundle Pˆ
′
on Spec Rˆd×Spec k Xˆ \{p} such that P′ is isomorphic to the restriction
of Pˆ
′
to Spec Rˆd×Spec k X \{p}. Then we can use this isomorphism to patch the G-bundle P (on
Spec Rˆd ×Spec k X ) with the G-bundle Pˆ′ on Spec Rˆd ×Spec k Xˆ \{p} = Xˆ ′ to obtain a G-bundle
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on Xˆ = X ∪ Xˆ ′\{p}: note that X and Xˆ \{p} are a,ne open subsets of Xˆ . Thus, we see that
we may assume that X and Xˆ are both a1ne. Next an obvious induction on the cardinality of
Xˆ \X shows that the general case reduces to the case when Xˆ \X is a single k-point which we
will denote ∞. Let A = Rˆd ⊗k k[Xˆ ] and B = Rˆd+1. Let f ∈ k[Xˆ ] be a uniforming parameter
at ∞. The completion Oˆ∞ of the local ring O∞ at ∞ in Xˆ is isomorphic to k[[Td+1]] and the
isomorphism can be so chosen that under the inclusion $ : O∞ ,→ Oˆ∞ 
 k[[Td+1]]; f maps to
Td+1. Evidently A and B are noetherian and $(f) = Td+1 is not a zero-divisor in B. Further, i
induces an isomorphism of A=Af(
 Rˆd) on B=BTd+1(
 Rˆd). Consider now the G-bundle P on
SpecA[1=f] 
 Spec Rˆd⊗k k[X ]. Let Q be the trivial bundle on SpecB. Now the pull back of P
to SpecB[1=f] ∼= Spec Rˆd+1[T−1d+1] is trivial in view of Proposition 2.6. Let & be an isomorphism
of
$∗(P) on j∗(Q) where j : B→ B[T−1d+1] and $ : A[1=f]→ B[T−1d+1]
are the natural inclusions. The construction given in Section 2:5 now gives by ‘patching’ a
G-bundle P(&) on Xˆ . Thus Theorem 2.4 is a consequence of Section 2:5 and Proposition 2.6.
For our proof of Proposition 2.6 we need
2.8 Lemma. Any G-bundle on Spec Rˆd ×Spec k SpecRm is trivial.
Proof. We will argue by induction on d. When d= 0, this is proved in [9, Theorem A]. Let
P be a G-bundle on Spec Rˆd×Spec k SpecRm. Let P′ be its pull back to Spec Kˆd×Spec k SpecRm.
Since k has characteristic 0; G=RuG is split over k (hence over Kˆd) and the restriction P′0 of
P′ to SpecKd ×Spec k {0} is trivial, we conclude again from [9, Theorem A] that P′ is trivial.
(P′0 is the restriction to Spec Kˆd ×Spec k {0} of the restriction P0 of P to Spec Rˆd ×Spec k {0};
and P0 is trivial since any G-bundle on a scheme is Uetale locally trivial and Spec Rˆd admits no
non-trivial Uetale covers). That P′ is trivial means that there is a non-zero f ∈ Rˆd such that P
is trivial over Spec Rˆd[1=f]. By the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem, we can assume (after a
change of variables) that




with ai ∈ Rˆd−1 so that f ∈ Rˆd−1[Xd]. Now let A= Rˆd−1[Xd]⊗k Rm and B= Rˆd⊗Rm. Let $ denote
the natural inclusion A ,→ B. It is clear that $ induces an isomorphism of A=Af on B=Bf. Let Q
be the trivial bundle on SpecA[1=f]. Then $∗(Q) is isomorphic to j∗(P) where j : B→ B[1=f] is
the natural map. If & is an isomorphism between these bundles, we 8nd appealing to Section 2:5
that there is a G-bundle P(&) on SpecA whose restriction to SpecB is isomorphic to P. Now
by induction hypothesis (the result is assumed to be true for Spec Rˆ‘ × Rm for all m and all
‘¡d); P(&) is trivial. Hence P is trivial. The lemma is established.
2.9. Proof of Proposition 2.6. WhenG=GL(n), this result is due toMohanKumar [7, Corollary 2].
We will make use of this. Since bundles on Spec Rˆd+1[X−1d+1] with unipotent structure groups
are trivial—in fact this is true over any a,ne scheme—we may assume that G is reductive.
We 8x a realisation of G as a k-subgroup of GL(N ) for some N . Let P be a G-bundle on V ′=
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Spec Rˆd+1[T−1d+1] and P
∗ the GL(N )-bundle on V ′ obtained by extension of the structure group
from G to GL(N ) through the above inclusion. Then P∗ is trivial by Mohan Kumar’s theorem.
This means that P is isomorphic to the pull-back of the G-bundle GL(N ) → GL(N )=G = W
(densed E in the sequel) under a morphism f : V ′ → W : f∗(E) 
 P. We set Td+1 = T so
that Rˆd+1[T−1d ] 
 Rˆd[[T ]][T−1]. Let Kˆ = k[[T ]][T−1] the quotient 8eld of k[[T ]] (in our earlier
notation Kˆ 
 Kˆ1). We have a natural inclusion $ of Rˆd[[T ]][T−1] in Kˆ[[T]] = Kˆ[[T1; : : : ; Td]].
Let f′ = f · $ : Spec Kˆ[[T ]] → W . Clearly $∗(P) 
 f′∗(E). The bundle $∗(P) is trivial:
this is seen as follows. Let PˆK be an algebraic closure of Kˆ ; then the pull-back of $∗(P) to
Spec PˆK[[T]] is trivial since this last scheme has no non-trivial Uetale covers. It follows now
that the isomorphism class of $∗(P) corresponds to an element of H 1(G; G( PˆK[[T]]), where G
is the Galois group of PˆK over K . We assert that this 8rst cohomology group is trivial. For
this observe that for each integer n; Gn(
PˆK[[T]]) = {g ∈ G( PˆK[[T]]) | g ≡ identity (modMn)}
(here M is the maximal ideal in PˆK[[T]]) is a normal subgroup in G( PˆK[[T]]) stable under G.
For n¿ 1; Gn(
PˆK[[T]])=Gn+1(Kˆ[[T]]) is an abelian group which as a G-module is isomorphic
to Ln(
PˆK) where Ln is a vector space over
PˆK . Also the quotient G0(
PˆK[[T]])=G1(Kˆ)[[T]] is
isomorphic to G( PˆK) by an isomorphism compatible with the action of G. The triviality of
H 1(G); G( PˆK[[T]]) now follows easily from the triviality of H 1(G; G( PˆK)) and H 1(G; Ln( PˆK)) [10,
Chapter II, 3.3 and Chapter III, 2.3]. Now the triviality f′∗(E) is equivalent to the existence of
a morphism fˆ
′
: Spec Kˆ[[T]]→ GL(N ) such that the diagram
is commutative. Let g= fˆ
′
(0) ∈ GL(N )(k); then f′ and g−1:f′ induce isomorphic bundles on
Spec Kˆ[[T]]—note that left multiplication by g in GL(N ) commutes with the action of G on




and g−1f′, respectively. In other words we
assume—as we may—that fˆ(0) is the identity element of GL(N ). Set Spec Kˆ[[T]]=V and for an
integer n¿ 0, Vn=Spec Kˆ[[T]]=Mn. We have then natural morphisms Vn




′ · in. The morphisms fˆ′n:Vn → GL(N ) enables us to de8ne a family of G-bundles
on the projective line P1 parametrised by Spec k[[T]]=Mn in the following manner. Observe
that Kˆ[[T]]=Mn 
 K((T ))⊗k k[[T]]=Mn so that Vn is naturally isomorphic to Spec k((T ))⊗Spec k
Spec k[[T]]=Mn. Consider now the scheme P1 ×Spec k Spec k[[T ]]=Mn. The morphism fˆ′n:Vn →
GL(N ) de8nes an isomorphism &n of the trivial G-bundle on Spec k((T )) ×Spec k Zn on it-
self where we have set Zn = Spec k[[T ]]=Mn. We now take P to be the trivial bundle on
Spec k[T−1] ×Spec k Zn; Q to be the trivial bundle on Spec k[[T ]] ×Spec k Zn and with the aid of
&n construct following Section 2:5, a G-bundle P(&n) on P1 ×Spec k Zn (In Section 2:5 the
construction was done in the case where all schemes were a,ne; but it can be carried over
to the present situation by doing the patching over P1\{p} ×Spec k Zn with p = 0;∞ in P1(k)
which is a,ne to obtain a G-bundle on P1\{p}×Spec k Zn and then a second patching using the
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open sets Spec k[T−1]×Spec k Zn and (P1\{p}×Spec k Zn)). Since by choice, f˜′n(Spec Kˆ ×Spec k 0)
is the identity, the G-bundle P(&n) is trivial over P1 ×Spec k 0. Now the rigidity of the trivial




n(0) : Spec k[[T ]]×Spec k Zn → GL(N ) and
f˜
′






















n+1(∞)) to Spec k[[T ]]×Spec k Zn (resp: Spec k[T−1]×Spec k Zn).




n(∞) have been chosen for








n−1(∞)) for 0¡n6 r.
Choose hr(0): Spec k[[T ]]×Spec k Zr+1 → GL(N ) and hr(∞) : Spec k[T−1]×Spec k Zr+1 → GL(N )
















r+1(∞)−1, patch up along Spec k((T )) ×Spec k Zr to yield a morphism
u :P1 ×Spec k Zr → GL(N ) and GL(N ) being a,ne, u factors through the projection on Zr
to a morphism Pu :Zr → GL(N ). Now GL(N ) being an open set in a,ne space and k[[T ]]=Mr+1
being a local k-algebra, the morphism Pu can be extended to a morphism Pu ∗ of Zr+1 and hence
u extends to a morphism u∗ of Spec k((T )) ×Spec k Zr+1 in GL(N ). We need only now de8ne
f˜
′
r+1(∞) = u∗hr+1(∞) and f˜
′
r(0) = hr+1(0)u
∗−1. Passing to the projective limit of Kˆ[[T]]=Mr
we obtain morphisms f˜
′
(0) = Spec k[[T ]][[T]] → GL(N ) and f˜′(∞) : Spec k[T−1][[T]] →




(∞) = f˜′. Now the pull backs of E to Spec k[[T;T]][T−1] under f′
and f′(∞) = 2 · f˜′(∞) are evidently isomorphic. Now f˜′(∞) ∈ GL(N )k[T−1][[T]] so that
f′(∞) ∈ W (k[T 1][[T]]). On the other hand, f′(∞) = f˜′(0)−1; f˜′ ∈ W (k[[T; T ]](T−1)). Since
k[T−1][[T]] ∩ k[[T; T ]][T−1] = k[[T]][T−1] we conclude that
f′(∞) ∈ W (k[[T]][T−1]);
in other words f′(∞) factors through Spec k[[T]][T−1]. Since G-bundles on Spec k[[T]][T−1] 

Rˆd⊗kR1 are trivial (Lemma 2.8), the bundle on Spec k[[T; T ]][T−1] induced by f′(∞) and hence
that induced by f′ is trivial. We have thus established Proposition 2.6.
3. Analytic and continuous families
3.1. From now on we deal exclusively with schemes over C, the 8eld of complex numbers. For
a variety V over C and v ∈ V (C) we denote by Ov the local ring at v and Oˆv the completion of
Ov with respect to the maximal ideal. The set V (C) carries a natural structure of an analytic set
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and we denote for v ∈ V (C) by Ov;an the local ring of germs of analytic functions at v. We have
then evident inclusions Ov ,→ Ov;an ,→ Oˆv. If v is a non-singular point and dimension V at v=d,
then there is a natural isomorphism of Oˆv on Rˆd (notation as in Section 1) which maps Ov;an
isomorphically onto Ad. We also introduce the local ring Ov;c of germs of continuous complex
valued functions at v for the Hausdor/ topology on V (C) evidently Ov;an ,→ Ov;c. Finally, for a
subset B ⊂ V (C) we denote by C(B) the C-algebra of all complex valued continuous functions
on B for the Hausdor/ topology on V (C). As before X will denote a smooth curve and G a
connected linear algebraic group. We will say that the pair (X;G) satis8es (∗) if one of the
following two conditions hold:
(i) X is a rational variety,
(ii) G is semisimple modulo its unipotent radical. With these notational conventions we will
now prove.
3.2 Theorem. Let P be a G-bundle on SpecAd×X . Then for any x ∈ X (C) there is a Zariski
open neighbourhood U of x in X such that P is trivial over SpecAd×Spec CU . If (X;G) satis6es
(∗); then U can be taken to be any a1ne open set (containing x).
In view of Theorem 2.2, this is an immediate consequence of the following:
3.3 Proposition. Let V be any a1ne scheme over C and P be a G-bundle on SpecAd×Spec CV .
If the restriction of P to SpecRd ×Spec C V is trivial then P is trivial.
Proof. We observe 8rst that there is a 8nitely generated C-subalgebra 4 ⊂ Ad and a G-bundle
P0 on Spec4 ×Spec C V such that P is isomorphic to the pull-back of P0 under the natural
morphism f : SpecAd ×Spec C V → Spec4×Spec C V (induced by the inclusion 4 ,→ Ad). In the
sequel we denote the a,ne scheme Spec4 ×Spec C V by W . The bundle P0 is again an a,ne
scheme over C. Let 20 :P0 → W be the bundle projection. We 8x realisations of P0 and W
as closed subschemes of a,ne spaces thereby obtaining a 8ltration {M(W;P0)r ; 0 6 r¡∞}
of M(W;P0) as in Section 1, each M(W;P0)r being (C-points of) an a,ne variety over C.
Now the morphism f gives rise in a natural fashion a morphism again denoted f of SpecAd
in M (W;P0)r for some integer r ¿ 0. That the restriction of P to SpecAd × V is trivial means
that there is a morphism f˜ : SpecAd × V → P0 such that the diagram
is commutative. Now f˜ may be viewed as a morphism again denoted f˜ of SpecRd in
M(V; P0)s for some suitable s. Further, we could have chosen r so large that M(V; P0)s maps
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into M(V;W )r under M(20). We see thus that we have a commutative diagram
Now the implicit function theorem of Artin [1] asserts that there exists f˜
′
: SpecAd → M (V; P0)s
with M(20) · f˜′ = f or interpreting f˜′ as a morphism of SpecAd ×Spec C V in P0, we have the
following commutative diagram
But this implies that P (
 pull back of P0 under f) is trivial. Hence the theorem.
We now turn our attention to continuous families of bundles on a curve. We will establish
3.4 Theorem. Let B be any topological space and b ∈ B any point. Let Ob;c be the local ring
of germs continuous complex valued functions at b. Let P a G-bundle on SpecOb;c ×Spec C X .
Then for any x ∈ X , there is a Zariski open subset U of x such that P is trivial over
SpecOb;c ×Spec C U . We may take U to be any a1ne open set in X containing x if (X;G)
satis6es (∗).
3.5. We begin with the observation that there is a 8nitely generated C-subalgebra 4 ⊂ Ob;c and
a G-bundle P0 on Spec4×Spec C X such that P is isomorphic to the pull back of P under the
natural morphic SpecOb;c ×Spec C X → Spec4 ×Spec C X induced by the inclusion 4 ,→ Ob;c. It
is immediate that the theorem follows from the following assertion.
3.6. Assertion. Let V be a variety over C and P a G-bundle on V ×Spec C X . Let v ∈ V be
any point. Then for any x ∈ X (C); P is trivial over SpecOv;c ×Spec C U for some Zariski open
subset U of X with x ∈ U . If (X;G) satis8es (∗), U can be taken to be any a,ne open set
containing x.
3.7. Proof. We will argue by induction on dim V . Suppose 8rst that v ∈ V (C) is a smooth
point. Then by Theorem 3.2, P is trivial over SpecOv;an ×Spec C U for a suitable (resp. any)
a,ne open set (resp. if (X;G) satis8es ∗) with x ∈ U . We may therefore assume v ∈ V (C) is
a singular point. Assume that the assertion is proved for all varieties of dimension ¡d and
suppose that dimension of V at v is d. We may assume that d= dim V as well. Let V ′ be the
singular set in V ; then dim V ′¡ dim V . By induction hypothesis (dim V ′¡ dim V ). There is a
morphism ’ of SpecO′v;c ×Spec C U ′ to P where U ′ is a suitable (resp. any if (X;G) satis8es
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(∗)) a,ne open subset of X containing v such that the diagram below is commutative
Here, O′v;c is the local ring of germs of continuous functions at v on V ′ and j is the natural
morphism. Now j (resp. ’) can be interpreted as a morphism of SpecO′v;c inM(U ′; V×Spec CX )r
(resp. M(U ′; P)s) for all su,ciently large integers r (resp. s). Consider now a desingularisation
p : V˜ → V : V˜ is non-singular, p is proper and p restricted to V˜\p−1(V ′) is an isomorphism
of V˜\p−1(V ′) onto V\V ′. Let Z = p−1(v) and V˜ ′ = p−1(V ′). Now for each v˜ ∈ Z and x ∈ X
the bundle P˜ = pull back of P to V˜ ×Spec C X is trivial over Spec O˜v˜;c ×Spec C Uv˜ for a suitable
(resp. any, if (X;G) satis8es (∗)) a,ne open subset Uv˜ of X containing x—this is because
V˜ is smooth. It follows that for each v˜ ∈ Z , there is a neighbourhood v˜ for the Hausdor/
topology of V˜ (C) such that P˜ is trivial on SpecC[v˜]×Spec C Uv˜ with Uv˜ as above. Now Z is
compact for the Hausdor/ topology. Consequently, we can 8nd a 8nite subset S ⊂ Z such that⋃
v˜∈S v˜ ⊃ Z . That P˜ is trivial over SpecC[v˜] ×Spec C Uv˜ means that we can 8nd morphisms
 ˜ v˜ : SpecC[v]×Spec C Uv˜ → P such that the diagram
(*)
is commutative. Let U=U ′ ∩⋂v˜∈S U˜ v. Then the  v˜; v˜ ∈ S are all de8ned on SpecC[v˜]×Spec CU .
The morphism ’ de8ned above gives a morphism again denoted ’
SpecC[′]×Spec C U → P
for some open subset of ′ in V ′ for the Hausdor/ topology with v ∈ ′. Let ’∗ denote the
composition of ’ with p×Id restricted to p−1(′)×Spec CX . Now for v˜ ∈ S;  v˜ may be regarded
as a morphism of SpecC[˜v] in M(U;P)r for all su,ciently large integers r. Similarly, the
morphism ’∗ yields a morphism of SpecC[p−1()]→M(U;P)r for all large r. Now 2 induces
a map M(2) of M(U;P) in M(U;V ×Spec C X ) and for any integer r ¿ 0 there is an integer
r′ ¿ 0 such that M(2)(M(U;P)r) ⊂ M(U;V ×Spec C X )r′ and M(2) de8nes a morphism of
the former into the latter. The commutativity of (∗) implies that for every v˜; w˜ ∈ S, one has a
morphism &(v˜; w˜) : SpecC(v˜ ∩w˜)→M(U;G) such that
’v˜ = ’w˜&(v˜; w˜):
Now the {&(v˜; w˜) | (v˜; w˜) ∈ S × S} de8nes a locally trivial principal M(U;G)-bundle on  =⋃
v˜∈S v˜. We may assume (replacing ;
′ by smaller open sets if necessary) that Z is a de-
formation retract in  and that p−1(′) ⊂  and is a retract in  (for all the Hausdor/
topology). Now the M(U;G) bundle above is trivial over Z by choice of U , the bundle P is
trivial on {v} ×Spec C U and since all of Z maps to {v} under p;P is trivial over Z ×Spec C U ;
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it follows that the M(U;G) bundle above is trivial on Z ([12, Ch. 11]). Since Z is deforma-
tion retract in , the M(U;G) bundle is trivial on . This means that there is a morphism
9 : SpecC[]→M(U;P)t for some integer t such that M(2)9 is the natural map SpecC[]→
M(U;V×Spec CX ) given by SpecC[]×Spec CX p×Id:→ V×Spec CX . Now clearly there is a morphism
( : SpecC[p−1(′)]→M(U;G)s for suitable integer s such that
9= ’(:
Since p−1(′) is a retract in ; ( admits an extension (˜ to all of . Let ’′=’ (˜ : SpecC[]→
M(U;P)q (q a suitably large integer). Clearly ’′ provides a section for p˜ over SpecC[]×Spec C
U . Now since p is proper p() is an open neighbourhood N of v in V for the Hausdor/
topology. Let N0 ⊂ N be an open neighbourhood of v such that N0 ∩ S ⊂ ′. Let 0 =
p−1(N0). We claim that ’′ is constant along the 8bres of p−1(N0) and hence de8nes a morphism
SpecC(N0) in M(U;P)q. Since ’′=9 on p−1(′) it is clear that ’′ is constant along the 8bres
of p−1(N0 ∩S). Outside p−1(S) however, the map p is 1–1 and hence ’′ is constant along the
8bres of 0. We thus 8nd that ’′ provides a section of P over SpecC[N0] × U proving the
theorem.
We can now establish the following result from which Theorem 1.2 was deduced in the
introduction.
3.8 Theorem. Let X be an a1ne curve; over C; G a connected linear algebraic group over C
and H a connected (closed) algebraic subgroup such that G=H is a1ne. Assume that either
X is rational or that both G and H are semisimple modulo their unipotent radicals. Then the
natural map M(X;G)→M(X;G=H) is a locally trivial 6bration over every compact subset of
M(X;G=H).
3.9. Proof. Every compact subset of M(X;G=H) is contained in M(X;G=H)r for some r and
M(X;G=H)r is an algebraic variety. Thus, it is enough to show thatM(X;H) bundleM(X;G)→
M(X;G=H) when restricted to M(X;G=H)r is locally trivial (for the Hausdor/ topology) and
this is precisely the content of Assertion 3.6. Hence the theorem.
3.9. Proof of Theorem 1.2. This was already indicated in Section 1. We 8ll in the details. We
have the following commutative diagram:
Both the horizontal rows are Serre 8brations. For the top row, this is Theorem 3.8 and for
the bottom row it is standard topology. We have therefore the following commutative diagram
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for homotopy groups with the rows exact:
Now the maps M(X;H)→ C(X;H) and M(X;G)→ C(X;G) are homotopy equivalences. This
follows essentially from Teleman’s theorem. When G is semisimple, this is indeed Teleman’s
theorem. For general G we argue as follows. The unipotent radical RuG is isomorphic to a,ne
space and one sees immediately that both C(X; RuG) and M(X; RuG) are contractible. Since
M(X;G) (resp. C(X;G)) is homeomorphic to M(X;G=RuG)×M(X; RuG) (resp. C(X;G=RuG)×
C(X; RuG)) we need only consider the case when G is reductive. If T is the maximal central
torus in G;G=T is a,ne so that M(X;G)→M(X;G=T ) is a Serre 8bration and so is the map
C(X;G)→ C(X;G=T ). As G=T is semisimple we need only to show that the 8bres of these maps
are homotopy equivalent, we need to consider only the case when G is a torus and X is rational.
This again is reduced to the case G=GL(1) ≈ Spec[T; T−1]. We see then that M(X;GL(1)) is
isomorphic to C[X ]∗=C∗ where C[X ]∗= units in C[X ] with the discrete topology. Now X=P1\S
where S is a 8nite set and it is immediate that from this that C[X ]∗=C∗ is a free abelian group
on |S| − 1 generators and the map M(X;GL(1))→ C(X;GL(1)) is a homotopy equivalence.
4. The approximation theorem
The results in this section were obtained jointly with Garland many years ago.
4.1. Let H be an a,ne algebraic group over C. We 8x a realisation of H as an algebraic
subgroup of SL(n;C) for some n¿ 0 once and for all and treat H valued functions as matrix
valued functions through this. Note that H is a closed subvariety of M (n;C) in this realisation.
Set M(H) =M(C∗; H), the subspace of all morphisms of C∗ in H (C∗ being considered as an
algebraic variety with coordinate ring C[Z; Z−1]) as an algebraic variety taking 1 ∈ C∗ to 1 in





with Am(f) ∈ M (n;C) and Am(f) = 0 for all but a 8nite number of m ∈ Z. For f ∈ M(H),
let r(f) = max{|m| |Am(f) = 0}. If F :K → M(H) is a continuous map of a compact space
K in M(H); r(F) = inf {k |F(K) ⊂M(H)(k)} where for an integer k ¿ 0;M(H)(k) = {f ∈
M(H) | r(f) 6 k}. Finally, let (H) denote the loop space of H , viz. the space of all con-
tinuous maps f : S(={z ∈C | |z|= 1})→ H with f(1) = 1 identity, topologised by the compact
open Topology : (H) is homotopy equivalent to C(C∗; H) under the natural (restriction) map
C(C∗; H)→ (H).
4.2 Theorem. Let G be a connected simply connected complex semi-simple (algebraic) Lie
group. Let K be a 6nite complex; L a subcomplex and f :K → (G) be a continuous map
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such that f|L factors through a continuous map of L in M(G). Then given any neighbourhood
W of 1 in G we can 6nd a continuous map f′ :K →M(G) such that f′=f on L and for all
z ∈ S1; f′(x)(z)−1f(x)(z) ∈ W .
We now consider any connected a,ne algebraic group H . Then we have
4.3 Corollary. The (injective) map M(H)→ (H) is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof. If H is semisimple and simply connected, the homotopy equivalence between M(H)
and (H) is immediate from Theorem 3.2. The general case is proved using arguments as in
the proof of Theorem 2:6—note that C∗ is a rational curve.
4.4. For the proof of the main result we will need some facts about holomorphic maps of
certain subsets of the projective line P1(=C ∪ ∞) into nilpotent algebraic groups. We 8x a
connected nilpotent algebraic group N . For 0¡?¡1 we set
A(?) = {z ∈ C | 1− ?6 |z|6 1 + ?};
0(?) = {z ∈ C | |z|6 1 + ?};
∞(?) = {z ∈ P1 | z =∞ or z ∈ C and |z|¿ 1− ?}:
Clearly 0(?)∩∞(?)=A(?) and 0(?)∪∞(?)=P1. For a closed subset  ⊂ P1 with 1 ∈ 
we denote by F(;N ) the set {f : → N |f(1) = 1; f continuous on  and holomorphic in
the interior ˙ of } and give F(;N ) the compact open topology. Let F0(A(?); N ) be the
subspace (f ∈ F(A(?); N );f|S1 is homotopic to the constant map}. With this notation we have
the following:
4.5 Lemma. Let 0¡?′¡?¡1. Then there exist (unique) continuous maps u→ u0 and u→ u∞
of F0(A(?); N ) in F(0(?′); N ) and F(∞(?′); N ) respectively such that for all z ∈ A(?′)
u(z) = u0(z)u∞(z):
Proof. Our assumptions show that u ∈ F0(A(?); N ) lifts to a continuous map u˜ of A(?) in N˜ ,
the universal covering N˜ of N . The group N˜ is a complex Lie group although it is not in
general an algebraic group. Thus, there is no loss of generality in assuming in the lemma that
N is a connected simply connected nilpotent Lie group. The lemma is then easily proved by
induction on the length of the ascending central series using the following two observations.
The centre C of N is isomorphic to Cq for some q and the natural map N → N=C admits a
holomorphic section @ :N=C → N which enables us to give a complex analytic isomorphism
of N=C × N on N . Secondly if N is abelian, N = Cq (= centre of N ) and our lemma is an
immediate consequence of well known facts about Laurent expansions.
4.6 Remark. If N is unipotent algebraic, it is simply connected so that F0(A(?); N )=F(A(?); N ).
The lemma in particular asserts that any N -bundle on P1 is trivial.
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A second result needed in the sequel is
4.7 Lemma. Let H be any a1ne algebraic group; K a 6nite complex and L ⊂ K a subcomplex.
Let f :K → (H) be a continuous map such that f|L factors through M(H). Then given
any neighbourhood W of 1 in H we can 6nd a ?¿ 0 and a continuous map f′ :K × A? →
H which is holomorphic in A˙? (=interior of A?) for 6xed x ∈ K; f′(x; 1) = 1 for all x ∈
K; f′(x; z)−1f(x)(z) ∈ W for all z ∈ S1 and x ∈ K and 6nally f′(x; z)=f(x)(z) for x ∈ L and
z ∈ S1.
Proof. Let T be a tubular neighbourhood of H in GL(n;C) (in the 8xed realisation of H as a
subgroup of GL(n;C)). Let A be a holomorphic retraction of T on H . Treating f as a M (n;C)
valued function we have the associated Fourier series∑
−∞¡m¡∞
Am(f(x))zm with Am(f(x)) ∈ M (n;C):
For q¿ 0 an integer, let @qf(x; z) =
∑
|m|6q Am(f(x))z







Choose m¿r(f|L). Then we have for x ∈ L,
Sqf(x; z) = f(x; z):
Now from Fejer’s theorem we know that Sqf(x; z) converges to f(x; z) uniformly on K × S1
as q tends to ∞. For large q; Sqf(K × S1) ⊂ T so that S ′qf(x; z) = A(Sqf(x; z)) is de8ned and
clearly ASqf(x; z) is holomorphic in z. Moreover, it is clear from the compactness of K that
we can 8nd a ?¿ 0 such that for any q su,ciently large,
Sqf(K × A(?)) ⊂ T
so that rSqf is de8ned as a continuous function of K × A? in H holomorphic in the second
variable (even up to the boundary). For large q evidently f′ = rSqf satis8es the requirements
of the lemma.
4.8. We now recall a number of known facts about semisimple simply connected algebraic
groups over C. Let G be such a group and T ⊂ G be a maximal torus. Let X (T ) be the
character group of T and & ⊂ X (T ) the root system of G with respect to T . We 8x an
ordering on X (T ) and denote by &+ (resp. &−;) the system of positive (resp. negative,
simple) roots. For $ ∈ & let U$ denote the unipotent 1-parameter subgroup of G determined by
$. Let U± denote the unipotent subgroup of G generated by the {U$ | $ ∈ &±}. U± are then
normalised by T . Let G($) be the subgroup of G generated by U ($) and U (−$). Then there
is an isomorphism ($ : SL(2;C) → G($) carrying the upper triangular unipotent (resp. lower
triangular unipotent, resp. diagonal) subgroup of SL(2;C) isomorphically on to U$ (resp U−$,
resp. a subtorus T$ of T ). The natural map {t$}$∈	 →
∏
$∈	 t$ of the direct product
∏
$∈	 T$
into T is an isomorphism of algebraic varieties. Let B = U+TU−. Then B is a Zariski open
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subset of G and the map (+; t; ,)→ +t, of U+ × T ×U− in B is an isomorphism. Now under





















where 9 is a morphism of T$ in C. One sees immediately from this that the inclusion B
i→G
factors through a morphism of B in some a,ne space: note that as algebraic varieties U± are
a,ne spaces.
Let D be the complement of B in G. Then D is a 8nite union of irreducible subvarieties of
codimension 1.
4.9 Lemma. Let ( : S1 → G be a C∞ map. Then given any neighbourhood W of i ∈ G there
exists g ∈ W such that g((S1) ⊂ B.
Proof. For z ∈ S1; g((z) ∈ D if and only if g ∈ D((z)−1. Now since the (real) codimension of
D is 2 and ( is C∞ the image of the map (g; z)→ g((z)−1 of D × S1 in G has Haar measure
zero. Thus there exists g ∈ G with g((S1) ⊂ B, with g as close to 1 as we want.
4.10 Remark. Lemma 4.9 and the considerations in the preceding paragraph prove the theorem
for the case when L = C and K is a point. By Lemma 4.7 the given f : S1 → (G) may be
assumed to have a holomorphic extension to A? for some ?¿ 0. Using Lemma 3:9 we can
assume that f(S1) ⊂ B. Now  1f is Aq-valued function and we can approximate it by its 8nite
Laurent expansions as closely as we want; evidently if h is such a 8nite Laurent expansion P 2h
would be an approximation to f to the desired degree of accuracy.
4.11 Corollary. Let f :K → (G) be a continuous map which extends to a (unique) contin-
uous map fˆ :K × A?0 → G holomorphic on A?0 for each 6xed x ∈ K where ?0 ¿ 0 is some
constant. Then K admits a 6nite open covering {Ui}; 1 6 i 6 N such that for each i; there
exists gi ∈ G such that gif(Ui × S1) ⊂ B. Moreover; there exists a positive ?¡?0 and a
symmetric neighbourhood V of 1 in G such that for all i; 16 i 6 N; gif(U × A(?))V ⊂ B.
We omit the proof which is straightforward. To prove the main theorem we need to only
establish now the following assertion.
4.12. Assertion. Let K be a 8nite complex and L a subcomplex, and ?0 ¿ 0 some constant.
Suppose that f :K × A(?0) → G is a continuous map with the following properties: for 8xed
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x ∈ K , the map z → f(x; z) belongs to F(A(?0); G); further there is a continuous map f :L →
M(G) such that f(x; z) = f(x)(z) for all z ∈ A(?0). Let D be an open disc (for some inner
product) in the Lie algebra of G which maps under the exponential map di/eomorphically onto
an open neighbourhood W of 1. Let {Ui | 16 i 6 N}; gi; 16 i 6 N and V be as in Corollary
4.11 and assume that D is so chosen that W ⊂ V . Let Pi; 1 6 i 6 N be subcomplexes
of K such that Pi ⊂ Ui and
⋃
16i6N Pi = K . Let ?i; 1 6 i 6 N be positive numbers such
that ?i ¡?i−1; 1 6 i¡N and ?N ¡? where ?¿ 0 is as in Corollary 4.11. Then there exists
continuous maps fi :K × A(?i)→ G satisfying the following conditions:
(i) f0 = f.
(ii) fi(x;−) ∈ F(A(?i); G) for all x ∈ K .
(iii) fi(x; z)−1f(x; z) ∈ W for all x ∈ K; z ∈ A(?).
(iv) fi−1 = f on Li, where Li = (U1ZjZiPi)UL.
(v) There is a neighbourhood L′i of Li in K and a morphism fi :L′i → M(G) such that for
x ∈ L′i and z ∈ A(?); fi(x)(z) = fi(x; z).
(The condition (v) says that fi considered as a continuous map of L′i in (G) factors through
M(G). We also note that subcomplexes Pi; 16 i6N can always be found (with Pi ⊂ Ui and⋃
16i6N Pi = K) if we replace K by a suitable subdivision.)
4.13. The assertion is proved inductively. Thus assume that fi; 16 i¡ r have been constructed
satisfying (i)–(v). We show now how fr can be constructed. We assert that it su,ces to
construct a continuous map f′r :Lr × A(?r)→G satisfying (ii)–(v) with i = r and with Lr
replacing K in (ii), (iii) and (v). This is seen as follows. Observe 8rst that since Lr is a strong
neighbourhood deformation retract in K , we can 8nd a continuous map D :K → K as close to
the identity as we want such that D is identity on Lr and maps a neighbourhood L′′r ⊂ L′r into
Lr . Next, let ’ : [0; 1] ×W → W be the continuous map ’(t; g) = exp tX where X ∈ D is the
unique element with expX = g. Finally, let ) :K → [0; 1] be a continuous function such that
)(Lr) = 0 and )(K\L′′r ) = 0. De8ne now fr :K × A(?r)→ G by setting
fr(x; z) =
{
f(x; z) if x ∈ K\L′′r ; z ∈ A(?);
f′r (D(x); z)’()(x); f
′
r (D(x); z))
−1f((x; z)) if x ∈ L′r ; z ∈ A(?):
The two de8nitions agree on their common domain of de8nition since )(L′r\L′′r )=0 and hence fr
is well de8ned. That fr has the required properties is now easily checked, once D is su,ciently
close to the identity.
4.14. We now proceed to construct f′r :Lr × A(?r) → G satisfying (ii)–(v) with i = r and K
replaced by Lr . Let P=Pr; P′=P ∩ L′r−1 and Q=P ∩ Lr−1. Clearly we need only to construct
a continuous map
h :P × A(?r)→ G
such that h= fr−1 on Q × A(?r) and there is a continuous map h :P →M(G) with h(x; z) =
h(x)(z) for x ∈ P and z ∈ A(?r) and h(x; z)−1f(x; z) ∈ W for (x; z) ∈ P × A(?r). By our choice
of ?, we have for x ∈ P and z ∈ A(?r−1),
grfr−1(x; z)f(x; z)f(x; z)−1fr−1(x; z) ∈ B:
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It follows that there is a map ( :P×A(?r−1)→ Aq and a morphism (of schemes) j :Aq → G such
that fr−1(x; z)=j((x; z) for x ∈ P; z ∈ A(?r−1) and for 8xed x ∈ P; ((x;−) ∈ F(A(?r−1);Aq). Let
?′¿ 0 be such that ?r ¡?′¡?r−1. Then using Laurent expansions for ( in the annulus A(?),
we see that fr−1(x; z) can be approximated on P×A(?′) as closely as we want by a continuous
map $ :P × A(?′)→ G of the form $(x; z) = $(x)(z) where $ :P → M (G) is a continuous map.
How close $ needs to be to fr−1 will be determined by a series of requirements that will be
spelt out in the sequel. The 8rst of these requirements is the following:
Let  (x; z)=fr−1(x; z)−1$(x; z); then  (x; z) ∈ B. Moreover if  (x; z)=u+(x; z)d(x; z)u−(x; z),
where u± : P × A(?′) → U± and d :P × A(?′) → T are continuous maps with u±(x;−) ∈
F(A(?′); U±) and d(x;−) ∈ F(A(?); T ) for all x ∈ P and d(x;−) is homotopic to the
identity as a map of A(?′) in T .
4.15. Let ?′r be such that ?r ¡?′r ¡?′. Now according to Lemma 4.5, we can 8nd continuous
maps u+0 :P × 0(?′r) → U+; u+∞ :P × ∞(?′r) → U+; d0 :P × ∞(?′r) → T and d∞ :P ×
∞(?′r) → T such that u+0 (x; z); u+∞(x; z); d0(x; z) and d∞(x; z) are all holomorphic in z for
8xed x and
u+(x; z) = u+0 (x; z)u
+
∞(x; z);
d(x; z) = d0(x; z)d∞(x; z):
(*)
Let v−(x; z) = d0(x; z)u−(x; z)d0(x; z)−1; then v−(x; z) ∈ U− (T normalises U−). Once again by
Lemma 4.5 we have for a ?′′r with ?r ¡?′′r ¡?′r , continuous maps v
−
0 :P × A(?′′r ) → U− and
v−∞ :P × A(?r)→ U− holomorphic in the second variable such that




 (x; z)= u+(x; z)d(x; z)u−(x; z)




= u+0 (x; z)s∞(x; z)q
′
0(x; z);
where s∞(x; z)=u+∞(x; z)d∞(x; z)v−∞(x; z) and q′0(x; z)=v0(x; z)d0(x; z). Clearly s∞ :P×∞(?′′r )→
G is a continuous map holomorphic in the second variable in
0
(?′′r ) and q′0 :P×0(?′′r )→ U−T
is a continuous map holomorphic in the second variable in 0(?′′r ). Now when x ∈ P′, $(x;−)
and fr−1(x;−) ∈ M(G) so that  (x;−) ∈ M(G) as well. It follows that u+(x;−1)d(x;−)
and u−(x;−) are rational functions for x ∈ P′; and it follows from (∗) in Lemma 4.5 that
u+0 (x;−); u+∞(x;−); d0(x;−) and d∞(x;−) are rational as well for x ∈ P′. Consequently,
v−(x;−1); v−0 (x;−) and v−∞(x;−) are rational functions when x ∈ P′. Now for x ∈ P′; s∞(x;−) is
regular on ∞(?′′r ) and since  (x; z) equals u
+
0 (x; z)
−1 (x; z)q0(x; z)−1 is regular on
0(?)\{0} ( (x;−) may have a pole at 0. We conclude that for z ∈ A?; x ∈ P′;
s∞(x; z) = s∞(x)(z)
with s∞ :P′ →M(G) a continuous map.
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4.16. Consider now the map u+0 :P × ′0(?′′r ) → U+. Given an integer ‘¿ 0, we can 8nd
continuous maps p0 :P×0(?r)→ U and u+0 :P×0(?r)→ U+ such that p0(x; z)=p0(x)(z); x ∈
P; z ∈ A(?) where p0 is a continuous map of P in M(C; U ) and ′u+0 is holomorphic in the
second variable in
0
(?r) and for 8xed x; (′u(x; z) − Id) vanishes to order at least ‘ at z = 0.
This is easily proved by induction on dimension U+ and using Taylor expansions in the disc
0(?′′r ). We can thus write
 (x; z) = p0(x; z) ′u+0 (x; z)s∞(x; z)q
′
0(x; z):
Now if ‘ is su,ciently large s∞(x; z)−1
′
u+0 (x; z)s∞(x; z) = A(x; z) will be holomorphic at z = 0
for all x ∈ P. Let q0(x; z) = A(x; z)q′0(x; z) for x ∈ P and z ∈ A(?′′r ). We then have
 (x; z) = p0(x; z)s∞(x; z)q0(x; z):
Now p0; s∞ and  are for 8xed x ∈ P′ rational functions of z and hence the same holds for q0.
Moreover for x ∈ P′;  ; p0 and s∞ are regular on all of C∗. It follows that q0(x; z) = q0(x)(z)
with q0 :P′ →M(C; G) a continuous map. We have thus
 (x; z) = p0(x)(z)s∞(x)(z)q0(x)(z)
with p0 (resp. q0; s∞) a continuous map of P′ in M(C; G) (resp. M(C; G);M(P1\{0}; G)).
4.17. Let P′′′ be a neighbourhood of Q in
0′′




P . Let , :P →
[0; 1] be a continuous function such that , ≡ 0 on PP′′′ and , ≡ 1 on P\ 0
′′
P . We now de8ne
h :
0′′
P ×A(?r)→ G as follows: for x ∈ P′′′; z ∈ A(?r); h(x; z) = fr−1(x; z). For x ∈ Q; h(x; z) =
fr−1(x; z)p∗0(x; z)s
∗∞(x; z)q∗0(x; z) where
p∗0(x; z) = p0(x; h(x)z)p0(x; h(x))
−1;
q∗0(x; z) = q0(x; h(x)z)q0(x; h(x))
−1;
s∗∞(x; z) = s∞(x; h(x)
−1z)s∞(x; h(x)−1):
If x ∈ P′′′\Q; h(x) = 0 so that p∗0(x; z) = q∗0(x; z) = s∗∞(x; z) = 1 for all z ∈ A(?r). It follows
that the two de8nitions of fr agree on their common domain of de8nition. On the other hand,
if x ∈ P′; p∗0(x; z)= p0(x)(h(x)z)p0(x; h(x))−1q∗0(x; z)= q0(x)(h(x)z)q0(x; h(x))−1 and s∗∞(x; z)=




and a continuous map s∞ of P′ in M(P1\{0}; G) such that
h(x; z) = fr−1(x)(z)p∗0(x)(z)s∞(x)(z)q
∗
0(x)(z)
for all z ∈ A(?). We see thus that x ∈ P′; h(x; z)=h(x)(z) for a continuous h :P′ →M(G). For
x ∈ P\P′′; ,(x)=1 and it follows that on (P\P′′)×A(?r); s∞= s∗∞; p∗0 =p0 and q∗0 =q so that
h(x; z)=fr−1(x; z) (x; z)=$(x; z)=$(x; z)=$(x)(z) with $ : (P\P′′)→M(G) continuous. Thus,
we see that there is a continuous h :P → G with h(x)(z) = h(x; z) for z ∈ A(?r) and x ∈ P.
4.18. It is clear that h restricted to Q equals fr−1 and we need to only ensure that h(x; z)−1f(x; z)
∈W . This is secured once we know that h is a su,ciently good approximation of fr−1 on
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P×A(?r). As h=fr−1 on P′′×A(?r) this needs to be checked only on (P\Q)×A(?r). Now this
requires that p∗0(x; z); q
∗
0(x; z) and s
∗∞(x; z) stay su,ciently close to the identity for all (x; z) ∈
(P\Q)×A(?r). By the maximum principle, this can be secured by demanding p0(x; z); q0(x; z)
and s∞(x; z) are su,ciently close to the identity for all (x; z) in P×A(?r) and this will hold if
$ is a su,ciently good approximation to fr−1 on P × A(?′).
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